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FOREHEAD
The Paralympian has a prominent forehead that indicates he’s a thinker.
He likes new ideas and theories and will often think about something in
detail until he’s worked it out in his mind.
People with prominent foreheads aren’t always practical at routine
or boring tasks and can sometimes appear to be scatterbrained. His
forehead is largely straight, indicating he likes to arrange his thoughts
in logical order and to make plans accordingly.
He’d be upset if anyone messed up that order. It would be advisable for
him to assess proposals at the planning stages of a project.

THE FACE
TELLS A

EYEBROWS
The prominent ridges above his eyebrows show he prefers established
systems but only after he’s tested them and proved to himself they work.
The many upright hairs at the corners of his eyebrows reveal a talent for
proactive behaviour.
He’ll often use phrases such as “what about”, “what if” and “just in case”
because he has the ability to spot potential problems before they arise in
a project. This could easily be misinterpreted in a relationship, resulting in
conflict, because his partner could see it as criticism or a lack of trust. It
could also create the impression he’s being negative. However there’s a big
difference between proactive and negative.
His straight eyebrows indicate he focuses on facts rather than “long,
heartrending stories”.
The low positioning of his eyebrows shows he can be impatient when
people speak slowly or walk slowly. He grasps things quickly and will
interrupt people – and even finish their sentences – if he thinks they’re
not getting to the crux of the matter soon enough.
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What can we learn about Oscar
from his facial features? We asked
a facial profiling expert to analyse
the Blade Runner’s features
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His small eyelids show he puts a safe distance between him and teammates
when required to work in a team. This is something he does fairly easily.
Oscar also needs space in his private relationships and would find it
difficult to deal with a partner who’s jealous and demanding.

NOSE

EARS

Oscar’s straight nose
shows he’ll tackle problems at work in a logical
manner. His nose has become much thinner on the
left side in the past year.
This shows he’s now dealing with personal matters
on his own, without the
help of those who previously surrounded him.

His ears stick out, showing he wouldn’t obey rules and regulations
blindly. He tends to ask many questions in an attempt to understand why
certain rules apply. If he thinks the reasons are inadequate he’ll make
his own rules and live by them.
This applies particularly in his private life, evidenced by his left ear
sticking out more than the right. The left side of your face reflects your
private life and the right side your public persona.
From other photographs it seems the tips of his ears are set high
against his head, which indicates impatience and impulsiveness.

CHEEKS
Oscar’s prominent cheekbones indicate he has natural leadership qualities and this is emphasised by his strong jaw. These features explain his
perseverance and doggedness to succeed.
He doesn’t flinch at challenges and tackles them with great determination. He’ll persist until he succeeds or things go his way.
In the year since he was charged with murder his cheeks have lost
some padding. This indicates he experiences a lack of emotional support.

MOUTH
His upper lip forms a
Cupid’s bow, which is
emphasised by a thin
line that outlines it.
This combination oozes
sexuality and people find
it extremely attractive.
When he smiles his
dominant eye teeth are
visible – this is a sign he’s
competitive. He doesn’t
like to lose and wants to
be the best at everything
he tackles.

‘When he smiles his
dominant eye teeth are
visible – this is a sign
he’s competitive’

CHIN
The horizontal wrinkle between his mouth and chin in older pictures of
Oscar showed a great need for recognition and respect. The line has
faded in the past year which means he no longer has that desperate need
for recognition. It’s important for him to state clearly what he needs to
avoid misunderstanding. Oscar takes people into account when he makes
decisions and considers how his choices will affect them.
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E’S impatient, impulsive and doesn’t
like to lose. He’s
also proactive, determined and a
natural leader who
considers others
when he makes
decisions. But, unsurprisingly, the
past year has taken its toll – he’s become much more of an introvert
than he was before and now tackles
many things alone.
These are just some of the secrets
Oscar Pistorius’ face reveal.
To most of us they’re hidden but
the 27-year-old Paralympian’s features are an open book to Pretoriabased facial profiling expert M
 arthie
Maré (50), who recently published a
book on the subject called Your Face
Puzzle.
By looking at the position of his
ears, the slope of his forehead and
the shape of his chin Marthie can
tell what personality traits Oscar
has and how he might deal with certain situations.
Here’s the analysis she did for
YOU.
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